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Given the tremendous potential and infuence of artifcial intelligence (AI) and algorithmic decision-making (DM), these systems have
found wide-ranging applications across diverse felds, including education, business, healthcare industries, government, and justice
sectors. While AI and DM ofer signifcant benefts, they also carry the risk of unfavourable outcomes for users and society. As a result,
ensuring the safety, reliability, and trustworthiness of these systems becomes crucial.Tis article aims to provide a comprehensive review
of the synergy between AI and DM, focussing on the importance of trustworthiness. Te review addresses the following four key
questions, guiding readers towards a deeper understanding of this topic: (i) why dowe need trustworthy AI? (ii) what are the requirements
for trustworthy AI? In line with this second question, the key requirements that establish the trustworthiness of these systems have been
explained, including explainability, accountability, robustness, fairness, acceptance of AI, privacy, accuracy, reproducibility, and human
agency, and oversight. (iii) how can we have trustworthy data? and (iv) what are the priorities in terms of trustworthy requirements for
challenging applications? Regarding this last question, six diferent applications have been discussed, including trustworthy AI in
education, environmental science, 5G-based IoTnetworks, robotics for architecture, engineering and construction, fnancial technology,
and healthcare.Te review emphasises the need to address trustworthiness in AI systems before their deployment in order to achieve the
AI goal for good. An example is provided that demonstrates how trustworthy AI can be employed to eliminate bias in human resources
management systems.Te insights and recommendations presented in this paperwill serve as a valuable guide forAI researchers seeking
to achieve trustworthiness in their applications.
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1. Introduction

Our daily lives have been profoundly transformed by artifcial
intelligence (AI) and algorithmic decision-making (DM). In
this computing society, AI and algorithmic DM infuence
most of our daily tasks, either directly or indirectly. Nowa-
days, with the immense available data, advanced algorithms,
and high computing power, these systems have become in-
creasingly complex and efcient. Understanding the logic
behind these systems can be rather challenging, which ex-
plains the critical need to assess them, especially in terms of
trustworthiness and reliability. AI systems can be fairly biased
due to their constraints, biases, and ethical issues [1–3].

More importantly, datawith biases and errors often result in
unfair AI systems. For example, in the case of the CalGang
database, a highly biased crime dataset with errors was used to
train the AI system to predict violent gang-related crimes,
resulting in a fawed system. Another example involves the use
of the recidivism algorithm to predict the probability of reof-
fending, resulting in biased DM against dark-skinned people in
the US courts [4]. Using a specifc algorithm, Amazon was
exposed to make recruitment decisions that put candidates at
risk of discrimination and gender equity [5]. In addition to data
training, continuous data fow is also necessary for these AI
systems. Tis implies the importance of data privacy and
governance against malicious activities. One notable example
involves the Equifax data breach, which put millions of users at
risk of their personal data being illegally exposed [6]. Fur-
thermore, it is not a straightforward process to comprehend the
logic of algorithmic DM, given the complexity of the advanced
algorithms behind AI systems. As a result, the systems are not
fully accepted or trusted. Despite the application and advantages
ofAI systems for the health industry, their trustworthiness is not
widely accepted, further highlighting the issues of accountability
in shared decision-making [7, 8].

Addressing all of these concerns, various methods and
guidelines have been proposed to ensure the trustworthi-
ness, reliability, and security of AI systems.

Te trustworthiness of AI has recently gained the global
attention of governments, major organisations, and scien-
tifc communities. For example, the International Organi-
sation for Standardisation (ISO), which focusses on
technical, industrial, and commercial standardisation, ex-
plored the attributes of accountability, controllability, fair-
ness, and transparency of AI and recommended various
methods to ensure the trustworthiness of AI [9–11].

Additionally, the European Union (EU) proposed ethical
guidelines for trustworthy AI to govern and facilitate the de-
velopment and operations of these systems [12] and the en-
forcement of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
that promotes individual rights to explain AI decisions [13].
Tere are also frameworks that can measure and increase user
trust in AI systems (proposed by the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, NIST) [14] or promote account-
ability and responsibility for AI use (proposed by the U.S.
Government Accountability Ofce, GAO) [15]. Furthermore,
there is a specifc programme known as explainable artifcial

intelligence (XAI), which was launched by the Defence Ad-
vanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) [16, 17]. Te
programme focusses on making AI systems explainable and
trustworthy. Considering the eforts made by these major
organisations to ensure the trustworthiness of AI systems, the
importance of trustworthiness in ensuring the success and
security of AI for users and society is evident [18].

According to Gartner, about 30% of AI-based digital
products would need a trustworthy AI framework by 2025
[19]. Moreover, 86% of the users reported their intention to
place their trust and loyalty in companies that adopt ethical
AI principles. Tese examples reafrm the critical need to
develop trustworthy AI. Consequently, there are diferent
methods for diferent phases of the AI lifecycle. Certain
methods are proposed to establish a solid foundation of
trusting AI requirements and expectations during the design
phase. In contrast, other methods are recommended for
diferent phases of data collection, security, and pre-
processing to ensure data variation, security, and fairness.
Tere are also the modelling phase, which involves specifc
methods that ensure the explainability and interpretability of
AI, and the implementation and oversight phases, which
involve auditing and testing methods that ensure account-
ability and reliability of AI. According to the EU [12], human
involvement is imperative in the development of trust-
worthy AI. Te concept of collaborative intelligence is also
recommended, which refers to the collaboration of humans
and machines in DM [20]. In total, these methods share
a common goal: developing trustworthy AI. AI systems must
behave as intended with no unfavourable implications for
users and society. Recently, artifcial intelligence has been
widely used in several applications, including those that are
in touch with our lives (see Figure 1) [22]. Terefore, it is
critical to make AI trustworthy.

Generally, there are three main factors in building
trustworthy AI (see Figure 2): (i) trust in data to ensure that
the data are free of bias, accurate, high quality, and privacy-
preserving; (ii) trust in the AI model to address issues re-
garding model explainability, robustness, accuracy, and bias;
and (iii) trust in the process to verify the evaluation process,
compliance, and consistency. More details of these three
factors are presented in the latter sections.

In light of the above, this review looks at the various
aspects of trustworthy AI, including four questions and four
contributions in response to each question.

(1) Q1: Why do we need trustworthy AI?

(2) Contribution 1: the reasons for the need for trust-
worthy AI have been explained

(3) Q2: What are the requirements for a trustworthy AI?
(4) Contribution 2: the key requirements that establish the

trustworthiness of AI systems have been explained,
including explainability, accountability, fairness, ro-
bustness, acceptance of AI, privacy, accuracy, re-
producibility, human agency, and oversight

(5) Q3: How can we have trustworthy data?
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(6) Contribution 3: the challenges of the key re-
quirements for preparing trusted data for AI, in-
cluding high-quality data, privacy, and free of bias,
have been explained.

(7) Q4: What are the priorities in terms of trustworthy
requirements for some applications?

(8) Contribution 4: some guidelines are summarised for
the prioritisation of diferent applications, including
trustworthy AI in education, environmental science,
5G-based IoT networks, robotics for architecture,
engineering and construction, fnancial technology,
and healthcare

2. Search Strategy

We reviewed signifcant research papers in the feld pub-
lished during 2018–2023, particularly those from 2021, 2022,

and 2023. Our comprehensive search was mainly performed
in Science Direct (SD), Scopus, IEEE Xplore, and Web of
Science (WoS), including the popular publishers IEEE,
Elsevier, MDPI, Nature, ACM, and Springer. Some papers
have been chosen from ArXiv. Te selection of articles was
based on the trustworthiness of artifcial intelligence (AI) in
diferent areas. Keywords were selected based on the rec-
ommendations of experts in the feld of AI to answer all
questions. Terefore, keywords related to applying trust-
worthy components in AI were specifed as (“Trustworthy”)
AND (“Artifcial Intelligence”), (“Trustworthy Artifcial
Intelligence”) AND (“explainability”), (“Trustworthy Arti-
fcial Intelligence”) AND (“accountability”), (“Trustworthy
Artifcial Intelligence”) AND (“fairness”), (“Trustworthy
Artifcial Intelligence”) AND (“acceptance of AI”),
(“Trustworthy Artifcial Intelligence”) AND (“privacy”),
(“Trustworthy Artifcial Intelligence”) AND (“accuracy”),
(“Trustworthy Artifcial Intelligence”) AND (“re-
producibility”), (“Trustworthy Artifcial Intelligence”) AND
(“education”), (“Trustworthy Artifcial Intelligence”) AND
(“environmental science”), (“Trustworthy Artifcial In-
telligence”) AND (“5G-based IoTnetworks”), (“Trustworthy
Artifcial Intelligence”) AND (“robotics for architecture”)
AND (“engineering”) AND (“construction”), (“Trustworthy
Artifcial Intelligence”) AND (“healthcare”), (“Trustworthy
Artifcial Intelligence”) AND (“fnancial technology”),
(“Trustworthy Artifcial Intelligence”) AND (“deep learn-
ing”), and Figure 3 depicts the search strategy.

3. Comprehensive Examination of
Scientific Mapping

Due to increased contributions and applied research, it has
become more challenging to identify crucial evidence dis-
covered in previous studies. Keeping up with the literature
has proved challenging due to the constant fux of practical
and theoretical contributions. PRISMA is a technique that
a number of academic specialists have proposed to reor-
ganise previous studies’ results, summarise problems, and

Figure 1: Example of the future of robots which can be responsible for elderly people’s care [21].
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Figure 2: Main factors of trustworthy AI.
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identify future research gaps. In contrast, this paper presents
a review that expands the scope of the knowledge base,
strengthens the research strategy, and synthesises the lit-
erature’s fndings. However, despite their widespread use,
evaluations continue to be beset by issues of reliability and
objectivity. Tis is because such methodologies rely on the
authors’ perspective to reorganise the results of previous
investigations. Several works have provided techniques for
conducting an R-tool and a VOSviewer-based compre-
hensive scientifc mapping analysis that is more suitable.Te
objective of these approaches is to promote openness in
summarising the fndings of previous investigations. Te
bibliometric technique yields conclusive results, identifes
voids in the study, and draws conclusions about the fndings
of the corpus of literature in a highly dependable and
transparent manner. In addition, the tools presented do not
require high expertise and are considered open source.
Consequently, the bibliometric methodology, which is de-
scribed in detail in the following, was chosen for this
investigation.

3.1. Annual Scientifc Production. Tere has been signifcant
progress in developing trustworthy artifcial intelligence in
the last 10 years. Te yearly scientifc output shown in

Figure 4 explains the productivity of previous theoretical and
practical investigations on reliable artifcial intelligence. A
limited number of articles were published during the frst
period from 2012 to 2015. Nevertheless, there has been
a signifcant increase in published articles in recent years.
Te number of articles published increased markedly from
2017 to 2018, with a respective increase of eight to 27 articles
per year. Te number of articles saw a consistent upward
trend in 2019 and 2020, culminating in a notable surge to 50
articles in 2020. Te aforementioned trend remained con-
sistent throughout 2021 and 2022, with 101 and 147 articles
produced, respectively. Te year 2023 is in its early stages,
with a limited number of articles, namely eight, having been
published so far. Te overall pattern suggests a rise in the
number of reputable research articles on artifcial in-
telligence that have been published.

3.2. Tree-Field Plot. Te three-feld plot is a common
visualisation approach to show data with three separate
parameters. Te left feld relates to sources (SO), the
centre feld to titles (TI_TM), and the right feld to
keywords (ID) in the specifed situation. Te graphic is
often used to examine the correlations between the three
parameters, as shown in Figure 5. According to the study

Query: such as:

"Trustworthy" AND "Artificial Intelligence", etc…

Records identified through searching four databases.
(SD, Scopus, IEEE, WoS)
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Duplicate records
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Records excluded after
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abstracts 
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Figure 3: Search strategy.
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title (TI_TM) in Figure 5, the Journals of Information
Fusion, Automation Construction, and Nature have the
most citations from the sources (SO) on the left side.
Furthermore, the Information Fusion journal holds
a signifcant place among the several publications that
explicitly focus on the issue of dependable and un-
derstandable artifcial intelligence (AI). Furthermore, the
relevant domain (ID) acknowledges that the most fre-
quently used phrases, such as “artifcial intelligence,”
“trust,” “robotics,” “explainability,” “information fusion,”
and “explainability,” are consistently found in the journals
indicated in the intermediate feld (TI_TM).

3.3.Word Cloud. In prior studies, word cloud facilitated the
identifcation of prevalent and signifcant phrases.Tis study
aims to present and discuss critical fndings from previous
research, focussing on essential keywords. Te purpose is to
provide a concise summary and reorganise the material
gathered. Figure 6 displays keywords of diferent widths.Te
considerable size of the keywords implies a higher frequency
of their occurrence in the literature. In contrast, the di-
minutive dimensions of terms imply a lower frequency of
occurrence. Based on the frequency distribution shown in
Figure 6, prominent topics within the domain of trustworthy
artifcial intelligence (AI) include artifcial intelligence, with
an important emphasis on trustworthiness. Furthermore,
the graphic illustrates that surveys and reviews are funda-
mental topics within the feld. Topics such as ethics, privacy,
and security often emerge, underscoring the need to con-
sider these aspects throughout the development and de-
ployment of AI systems. Figure 6 illustrates the many
applications of artifcial intelligence (AI) in several domains,
such as healthcare care, decision-making processes, and
information fusion. Additionally, this encompasses artifcial
intelligence methodologies such as convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), natural language processing, and robotic
systems. In general, the word cloud generated from trust-
worthy AI publications demonstrates the diverse nature of
this feld, including a broad range of topics. Tese include
technical aspects of AI and its ethical, legal, and social
implications.

3.4. Cooccurrence. A cooccurrence network is another tool
used in bibliometric research. A semantic network is utilised
in prior research to identify and examine widely used
phrases, as well as in future analysis. Tis network provides
professionals, policymakers, and researchers with vital in-
sights into the underlying conceptual framework of a specifc
feld of expertise. Figure 7 depicts essential information
about a cooccurrence network built from the names of
credible articles on trustworthy artifcial intelligence (AI).
Te network is made up of nodes that represent the indi-
vidual words in the titles. Te edges of the nodes represent
the frequency with which these words occur in the same title.
Figure 7 depicts a set of nodes, as well as their clusters and
proximity centrality values, which measure the degree of
interconnection between a node and the other nodes in the
network. Te observation demonstrates that the nodes are
divided into eight unique clusters, with the phrases within
each cluster displaying a thematic or conceptual relationship
with reliable artifcial intelligence. Terms in Cluster 1 include
“machine,” “deep,” “models,” “trust,” “adversarial,” “pri-
vacy,” security,’ “detection,” and “classifcation,” suggesting
a possible relationship with the development and imple-
mentation of reliable artifcial intelligence systems. Artifcial
intelligence, trustworthiness, review, explainability, ethics,
future, technology, opportunity, acceptability, health, in-
dustry, and responsibility are all words found in Cluster 2.
Tese phrases suggest that the cluster is concerned with the
ethical and explicable aspects of artifcial intelligence.
Similarly, additional clusters are associated with concepts
such as “bias,” “analysis,” “fairness,” “construction,” “risk,”
and “safety.” Te closeness of a node in a network de-
termines its centrality, which may be taken as a measure of
its importance within the network. Words with higher
proximity values have stronger links to other nodes in the
network, indicating their greater importance with regard to
the topic of trustworthy artifcial intelligence. In general, the
fgure depicts the relationships between numerous concepts
and phrases linked with the concept of dependable artifcial
intelligence, as evidenced in the titles of scientifc works on
this topic. Te information provided may be useful in un-
derstanding the current level of research on this topic and in
identifying areas that need more research.
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4. Related Work

In this section, we provide a comprehensive summary of the
most recent evaluations and analyses conducted on articles
related to the concept of trustworthy AI. Tese reviews
represent a systematic efort to evaluate and critique the
body of literature surrounding the development and

deployment of AI systems with a focus on their trustwor-
thiness, ethics, and reliability.

Nazir et al. [23] presented a survey of explainable DL
methods for efcient and robust pattern recognition, cate-
gorising them into three main areas: explainable DL
methods, efcient DL through model compression and
acceleration, and robustness and stability in DL.Te authors

SO TI_TM ID

Figure 5: Tree-feld plot left (SO), the middle (TI_TM), and the right (ID).

Figure 6: Word cloud.

Figure 7: Cooccurrence network.
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of [24] examined the Trustworthy Artifcial Intelligence
(ALTAI) Assessment List, including its advantages and
disadvantages. Additionally, they evaluated the tool’s ability
to assist the industry in understanding the potential risks
associated with AI systems and implementing efective
strategies to mitigate them. Te importance of integrating
research and methodologies from felds such as environ-
mental sustainability, social justice, and corporate gover-
nance (ESG) is underscored in addressing analogous
challenges in the ethical advancement and implementation
of artifcial intelligence (AI). Furthermore, this research
investigates the prospective efcacy of the instrument with
respect to its adoption within the sector, considering several
factors that could impact its level of acceptability. Te au-
thors of [25] further guide professionals in the development
of transparent artifcial intelligence (AI) systems in
healthcare. Moreover, their contributions serve to formalise
the feld of explainable artifcial intelligence. Te authors
propose that the justifcation for seeking explainability is
crucial in identifying the particular elements that need
clarifcation. Consequently, this factor afects the relative
importance of the characteristics related to explainability,
including interpretability and integrity. Te author in-
troduced a theoretical framework to enhance the decision-
making process by selecting several types of explainable
artifcial intelligence (AI) approaches. Te categories men-
tioned above include the distinction between explainable
modelling and post hoc explanation, as well as the many
types of explanations, such as model-based, attribution-
based, and example-based. Furthermore, the theory posits
a distinction between global and local explanations.

Te evaluation conducted by [26] ofers a comprehensive
examination of the latest developments in constructing an AI
systemwith trustworthiness and explainability.Tis approach
emphasises the intrinsic lack of transparency in artifcial
intelligence (AI), which limits our understanding of its un-
derlying architecture. Te article also explores several aspects
of trustworthy AI, including its inherent biases and tendencies
that undermine its dependability.Tis study explores the need
to incorporate trustworthy AI into several industries, in-
cluding banking, healthcare, autonomous systems, and the
Internet of things (IoTs). Tis method enables the in-
corporation of trust-building tactics in several areas, in-
cluding, but not limited to, data security, pricing, expenditure
management, dependability, assurance, and decision-making
processes. Trusted artifcial intelligence is used across diverse
domains and exhibits various degrees of adoption. Further-
more, it emphasises the need to use transparent and retro-
spective explanatory models throughout creating an
explainable artifcial intelligence (XAI) system. Additionally,
this study outlines the potential constraints and obstacles that
are likely to arise with respect to the development of ex-
plainable AI. Tis report provides a complete analysis of
regulations related to the advancement of trustworthy AI in
the autonomous car manufacturing industry. Tis paper
explores several methodologies for developing artifcial in-
telligence (AI) systems with reliability, interpretability,
explainability, and trustworthiness. Te overarching objective
is to guarantee the safety of autonomous vehicle systems.

Numerous criteria, including fairness, explainability,
accountability, dependability, and acceptability, have been
proposed to increase the credibility of artifcial intelligence
systems. Te survey [18] uses a methodology grounded in
existing research to assess various requirements. It thor-
oughly analyses several techniques that try to mitigate the
possible risks connected with artifcial intelligence and
improve the levels of trust and acceptance among users and
society. Te paper also discusses the analysis of existing
approaches used in validating and verifying these systems,
along with the continuous eforts in standardisation to
guarantee the dependability and trustworthiness of artifcial
intelligence. Te evaluation of confdence in artifcial in-
telligence and robotics is of signifcant importance as these
technologies continue to gain prominence within the ar-
chitecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) sector. Te
publication [27] ofers a complete review of the results
obtained from an extensive analysis of the academic liter-
ature published over the last two decades. Te study focusses
on two main domains: (1) the notion of trust in relation to
artifcial intelligence (AI) and AI-driven robotics and (2) the
many implementations of AI and robots in the architecture,
engineering, and construction (AEC) sector. Also, analysis
research thoroughly examines the shared characteristics of
trust and assesses their applicability to current applications
within the architecture, engineering, and construction
(AEC) sector. Te results indicate an increasing interest
among scholars and professionals in the academic and in-
dustrial sectors of the architecture, engineering, and con-
struction (AEC) domain with regard to investigating and
using artifcial intelligence (AI) and robotic technologies.
However, extensive research that methodically analyses
essential trust elements, such as explainability, de-
pendability, robustness, performance, and safety, is still
needed, particularly within the architecture, engineering,
and construction (AEC) domain. On the contrary, the au-
thors of [28] comprehensively analyse explainable and in-
terpretable machine learning techniques in various
healthcare felds. Tey also analysed the ethical implications
of using ML and DL in healthcare. Tey also looked at the
security, safety, and robustness problems that make ML less
reliable. Furthermore, the study aims to comprehensively
analyse how the incorporation of explainable and trust-
worthy machine learning (ML) methods might successfully
tackle the ethical predicaments outlined earlier. Te authors
of [29] conducted a comprehensive and rigorous exami-
nation of previous fndings, establishing a foundation for
potential future investigations. Te researchers thoroughly
analysed the issues underlying the factors and proposed
solutions related to the topic. Te present study used
a rigorous scientifc mapping analysis to reorganise and
integrate previous research results to resolve apprehensions
about reliability and impartiality. Furthermore, the research
has provided solid empirical data to substantiate the de-
pendability of artifcial intelligence (AI) in healthcare care.
Addressing essential research gaps in this topic has been
facilitated by presenting eight modern critical appraisals.
Te ubiquity of artifcial intelligence (AI) in various aspects
of human life has led AI systems to play a pivotal role in the
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digital economy [30]. From the description, it seems that the
map primarily focusses on the “trustworthy AI.”

Table 1 presents a comparison between our survey and
a more recent survey in terms of the requirements for
trustworthiness and applications. Each of the articles
mentioned focusses on a single or some requirement of
trustworthiness, leaving a gap in the complete picture. Tis
paper aims to present all the necessary requirements for
trustworthiness, allowing researchers to have a compre-
hensive understanding and apply it to their AI applications.
Te primary goal of this paper is to synthesise and unify the
various research eforts represented by the individual nodes
on the map into a cohesive and interconnected un-
derstanding of trustworthy AI.

5. The Need for Trustworthy AI

Every person has a basic form of AI at home, for example,
smart digital assistants, such as Siri, Alexa, and Google
Assistant, robotic vacuums, or facial recognition [34]. Tis
feld has experienced revolutionary advancements, especially
in the domains of machine learning and deep learning (DL),
which were introduced in the early 2010s.

Te tremendous prospects of AI have signifcantly ex-
panded our imagination of reality with intelligent agents,
contributing to prosperity and well-being at all levels. De-
spite that, similar to other technologies, AI systems come
with ethical, legal, and social concerns [35]. Recognising the
challenges of AI, there have been calls for “benefcial AI”
[36], “responsible AI” [37], or “ethical AI” [38] in recent
years. Various terminologies describe AI, but these terms
refect the same purpose, namely, to advance AI by max-
imising its benefts and minimising or preventing its
adverse risks.

In early 2019, an independent organisation, specifcally
known as the high-level expert group on Artifcial In-
telligence of the European Commission, published the
“Ethical Guidelines for Trustworthy AI” [39], which has
attracted a great deal of interest from researchers and
practitioners. Tese guidelines have also established a solid
base for the use of the term “trustworthy AI” in existing
guidelines and frameworks, such as the AI principles of the
White House [40]. In particular, trust serves as a pivotal
foundation for the economy of society and the country and
sustainable development. Te full potential of AI systems
can be reached through a trusted AI foundation [41].

Defning and realising trustworthy AI is challenging. As
a highly interdisciplinary and dynamic feld, trustworthy AI
covers various disciplines, ranging from computer science,
economics, and management to sociology and psychology.
Tere are varying views and understandings of what
trustworthy AI is and diferent priorities on the ethical and
regulatory criteria of trustworthy AI. Moreover, the tech-
nical and nontechnical aspects of trustworthy AI continue to
evolve over time. As the complex phenomenon of trust alone
has continued to spark scholarly debates in recent years, the
conceptualisation of trustworthy AI and what constitutes
trust in AI have remained inconclusive in both theory and
practice. Currently, AI, especially DL, is involved in many

applications such as education, environmental science, 5G-
based IoT networks, robotics for architecture, engineering,
and construction, banking, and healthcare [27, 42–44]. It is
possible that the AI applications go wrong. Terefore, it is
important to pay attention to how to make AI trustworthy.
For example, in Australia, Robodebt, which is the govern-
ment’s automated welfare debt recovery process, led to the
catastrophic failure to collect millions from welfare re-
cipients [45]. Another example is that in July 2022, a robot
broke the fnger of a 7-year-old boy while playing chess,
which is a red fag that reliability and safety are needed in AI
[46]. Tere are more examples in which uncontrolled AI
threatens enterprises (see Figure 8).

Te beauty of AI is that if there is a bias, for example,
then it can be fxed by adjusting the training data in terms of
diversity, while it is hard to fx with humans. Terefore, it is
critical to address these trustworthiness issues in the form of
bias, hatred, and the propagation of bad ideas before
transitioning from research to deployment. As a result, the
goal is to have good AI systems capable of improving the
quality of life.

6. Trustworthy AI Requirements

In this section, we will discuss the requirements for de-
veloping trustworthy AI applications (see Figure 9).

6.1. Explainability. When DM is more dependent on AI
algorithms and systems, it is crucial that these decisions are
explicable and can be trusted by diferent stakeholders.
However, due to the inherent complexity of AI, it has be-
come increasingly difcult to explain machine-learned de-
cisions. Explainability should refect the logic of the
decisions made by AI systems and support system trans-
parency and interpretability, leading to system improvement
and better system governance [17, 33, 47–49].

An AI system that displays explainability facilitates the
detection of errors or vulnerabilities and supports the es-
tablishment of the trustworthiness of the system [29, 50].
Users have the right to receive explanations about the results
of an AI system, such as the thought process involved in the
system to generate a particular result, the types of training
data used by the system, and the metrics used to assess the
validity and reliability of system results [51–53]. Addi-
tionally, an AI system should be able to provide appropriate
explanations to users with diferent backgrounds, diferent
expertise, and application requirements [54]. Users who
clearly understand why an AI system produces a certain
result are more likely to have a higher level of trust in the
decision of the system [55]. It is important to understand
that there are many forms of explanation that are driven by
diferent purposes and to cater to diferent types of users,
depending on their expertise and application requirements
[56]. As a result, this has led to diferent levels of system
interpretability, such as global interpretability and local
interpretability [57, 58]. Te methods of global in-
terpretability focus on elucidating the entire logic and op-
eration of an AI system. In other words, it provides an
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overview of the system in generating an explanation of the
system’s outputs and reasoning. Tis level of interpretability
is used primarily to predict global trends, such as climate
change [59], which can be rather challenging in terms of
practise due to the scale involved. Meanwhile, local in-
terpretability methods, which focus on elucidating specifc
decisions made by an AI system, are more commonly ap-
plied.Te level of interpretability is more instantaneous than
the global interpretability and distinguished according to
when and for which input data the explanations are provided
to the users [60, 61]. Accordingly, there are ex ante and ex
post explanations under local interpretability [62]. With the
purpose of establishing trust in AI systems, ex ante expla-
nations elucidate the features, use, and operation of the
systems prior to the actual use. Tese explanations imply
that the systems are well-designed, tested, and validated. On
the other hand, ex post explanations elucidate the features
and conditions that result in the decisions. Tese

explanations are provided after the decisions are revealed,
validating the previous ex ante explanations [63]. As stip-
ulated by ISO [9], ex ante explanations and ex post expla-
nations are critical aspects of explainability for trustworthy
AI in terms of transparency and interpretability.

Most of the methods to ensure explainability cater to the
needs of system designers and developers for the purposes of
debugging and oversight [64]. More appropriate methods
are needed to support nonexpert users in dealing with the
gap between transparency and actual implementation [65].
Additionally, organisations often have security and privacy
concerns, resulting in a reluctance to adopt AI systems.
Terefore, appropriate methods that take into account the
explainability of AI systems should be developed without
compromising users’ privacy concerns and the security of
these systems [66–69].

6.2. Accountability. How algorithmic DM is developed and
operated must be monitored to avoid any unfavourable
events or outcomes. Tese algorithms are simply computer
programmes that are trained using data. Terefore, those
involved in algorithmic DM are responsible for any adverse
events or outcomes caused by the algorithms [70–72].
Wieringa [73] defned accountability as a networked account
that assigns the responsibilities of stakeholders at diferent
phases of the AI life cycle. Basically, algorithmic account-
ability involves evaluating algorithms based on relevant
parameters and assigning responsibilities to those involved
in the development of the algorithms.

Te increasing use of algorithmic DM, especially in high-
stake applications, has contributed to the critical need for
accountability measures. Te design, development, and
application of these algorithmic models must be reliable and
secure. System failure leads to irreversible losses and
damages. For instance, the computer software of an aircraft
had signifcant glitches, which contributed to the crash of

Figure 8: Uncontrolled AI threatens enterprises.
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a Boeing plane and the lives of 346 people [74]. Volkswagen’s
electric car software had critical software architecture issues
[75]. In another case, a face recognition system was found to
be biased, putting women and dark-skinned people at
a disadvantage [76]. All these failures can be prevented if
only these algorithms are monitored accordingly. However,
the question of who should be responsible for these failures
remains: should it be the system developers, the ones who
were in charge of data collection, or the system users who
had the expertise to use the system? Tere is no conclusive
answer to this question, which highlights the need to have
a proper mechanism to establish accountability [77, 78].

Tere are diferent mechanisms to establish account-
ability of algorithmic DM, such as the incorporation of
specifc methods into the algorithm design process, the
application of transparency methods, and the enforcement
of strict laws and policies for better governance of algo-
rithms. As an incremental process [79, 80], algorithms’
accountability needs proper governance of the AI lifecycle
and collaboration between diferent stakeholders [81]. De-
spite that, it is not a simple process to identify who should be
responsible for system failure or to determine who exactly
causes the said error since the development of algorithms
involves diferent stakeholders. Appropriate accountability
measures must be established based on the application
domain since there is no universal measure applicable to all
domains. For better governance, the development of con-
text- and application-dependent accountability measures is
proposed [9]. In line with that, ISO highlighted the use of
medical AI systems and AI-based recruiting systems. In the
case of medical AI systems, doctors who are the system users
are responsible for any harm caused by the system, since they
are the domain experts. More importantly, the system
should only be used to help doctors in their DM process.
Meanwhile, in the case of an AI-based recruiting system, the
system users are not responsible for any harm caused by the
system, since they are not in a position to know why their
application is unsuccessful. Tis explains why context-
dependent accountability measures should be further
explored [82].

6.3. Fairness. AI systems and algorithms rely on a tremen-
dous amount of data and logic to execute a particular task
and facilitate the DM process. Considering the substantial
infuence of AI systems in daily tasks and operations, it is
important that these systems are not biased. A fair system
does not discriminate against any individual or member of
society [83]. Te principle of fairness is in line with the
concepts of ethics and moral values [84–88].

An unfair system in terms of its design, development,
application, and monitoring is detrimental.Tere are several
examples of unfair AI systems or algorithms. For instance,
a judicial system was found to rely on an unfair risk as-
sessment tool that discriminates against dark-skinned
people [89]. In another case, a major tech frm was ex-
posed to relying on an unfair hiring algorithm that dis-
criminates against women [90]. Certain studies
demonstrated discrimination against underprivileged

individuals or of certain races or ethnicities in the DM
process of child maltreatment screening through the use of
an unfair predictive analytic tool [91].

Tere are various factors that afect the trustworthiness
of AI, such as data bias, model bias, and evaluation bias.
With the critical need for fairness in AI, studies have pro-
posed various defnitions of fairness, but there is no con-
clusive defnition for the term “fairness” in AI. Some
previous studies compared and discussed these defnitions in
detail [85]. In general, how fairness in AI is defned depends
on the context, specifcally how the AI is applied. Tere are
two broad defnitions of fairness in AI: individual fairness
and group fairness [85].

First, individual fairness makes sure that individuals of
the same group receive similar predictions [92]. Te def-
nition of fairness under individual fairness is related to
fairness through awareness [92] or unawareness [93], as well
as counterfactual fairness [94, 95]. On the other hand, group
fairness ensures that all groups of society receive equal
treatment [96]. Te defnition of fairness under group
fairness is linked to demographic parity [95], equalised odds
[97], equal opportunity [98], and conditional statistical
parity [99].

Apart from the various defnitions of fairness, there are
numerous methods available to establish fairness in AI.
However, it is not a straightforward process to identify
a single defnition and method to detect all forms of bias.
Feuerriegel et al. [100] recommended the need for more
studies to explore the defnitions and perceptions of fairness,
particularly in relation to AI applications: certain AI ap-
plications may be more sensitive to certain elements than
other applications. It is imperative to establish frameworks
and policies that clearly defne fairness based on the context
of applications. Furthermore, diferent stakeholders view
fairness diferently, which suggests the need to involve
various stakeholders to ensure the trustworthiness of AI. It is
also important to have more robust testing methods and
measures to identify and eliminate various forms of system
bias [101].

6.4. Robustness. According to the EU’s ethical guidelines for
trustworthy AI, robustness is one of the three essential
criteria for building trustworthy AI systems [102]. IEEE
defnes the notion of robustness as “the degree to which
a system or component can function correctly in the
presence of invalid input or stressful environmental con-
ditions [103].” Tis suggests that robust AI systems should
be resilient against variations in input data or the external
environment. For instance, in [104], the authors defne the
robustness of a deep neural network as “the integrity of the
network under varying operating conditions, and the ac-
curacy of its outputs in the presence/absence of input or
network alterations,” and propose that robustness is divided
into two subproperties: security against possible attacks and
reliability as resistance to environmental changes.

Te majority of existing research on robustness in AI
systems has focused on adversarial robustness, i.e., the ability
to resist adversarial attacks [105]. Consequently, the term
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(adversarial robustness) has often been used interchangeably
with (robustness) in the literature. Te purpose of an
adversarial attack is to mislead an AI system into making an
incorrect prediction by injecting into the system deliberately
altered or manipulated input, known as adversarial examples
[106]. Tese are a subset of perturbed examples and, unlike
common perturbations, are generated to exploit weaknesses
in the decision limits of the models [105]. For instance,
adding a small perturbation to an input image results in
a wrong decision (see the two examples [107, 108] as shown
in Figure 10). It is critical to consider the issue of adversarial
attack when it comes to building an AI system [109, 110].

Since adversarial examples can be used to test the ro-
bustness of an AI system, adversarial robustness is also
considered the “worst-case robustness” [111, 112] and can be
addressed as an optimisation problem [113]. In [114], the
authors generate adversarial instances to attack a predictive
model and assess the model’s robustness by calculating the
error rate of the model’s prediction. In [111], the authors
develop algorithms to search for the smallest additive dis-
tortions in the input space that are sufcient to confuse
a classifer. In [109], the authors propose three major cat-
egories of robust optimisation methods, which are adver-
sarial training to train predictive models using adversarial
examples, certifed defenses against norm-bounded adver-
sarial examples, and regularisation approach to reduce the
efects of perturbation on model predictions.

In recent years, nonadversarial robustness, which
refers to “preserving model performance under naturally
induced corruptions or alterations” in model inputs, has
also drawn attention [115, 116]. Typical examples of
corruption conditions include varying noise, blur,
weather, and rendering conditions. In [117], the authors
consider two main forms of nonadversarial robustness,
known as corruption robustness and perturbation ro-
bustness, and propose benchmarks that evaluate model
performance on common corruptions and perturbations
for computer vision. In [118], the authors propose a set of
corruption categories and specify a robustness score to
measure the ratio of a model’s corruption accuracy to its
accuracy on clean input images. In speech recognition
research, robustness to common corruptions (such as
street noise, background chatter, and wind) is often more
emphasized than adversarial audio since common cor-
ruptions are always present and remain unsolved [119].

In contrast to research on robust models for image and
text data, robustness in AI systems that use structured
data as input is underexplored. A few existing studies
include detecting imbalanced and fraudulent tabular data
using adversarial attacks to improve model robustness
[120], adversarial training of predictive models that take
time series data as input [121], and generating more event
log data for predictive models using generative adversarial
nets [122].

6.5. Acceptance of AI. Trustworthiness is a must when it
comes to AI, given the growing reliance on AI-based DM
systems in our daily tasks. System failure leads to lower

acceptance and a lack of trust in AI by system users. AI
systems must be carefully evaluated using a specifc
mechanism in order to promote users’ acceptance of AI and
to gain trust in AI-based DM systems [123, 124]. Previous
studies [125] identifed several factors that help build trust,
including system performance, type of task, type of appli-
cation, human component and explainability of the system,
and human involvement, which was identifed as a crucial
factor that can boost user confdence in AI systems and
promote accountability for their decisions [125]. A few other
prior studies [126] recommended having separate gover-
nance laws to promote the acceptance of AI. Tese rec-
ommendations share a similar purpose, to promote users’
acceptance of AI through system evaluation. Tere have
been eforts made to develop mechanisms to improve the
acceptance of AI.

Furthermore, there are diferent expectations from dif-
ferent users of AI systems. Undoubtedly, the lack of in-
formation and the understanding of AI systems result in
overstated or understated assumptions of systems in terms
of system performance, usability, reliability, and fairness.
Unfulflled expectations lead to lower acceptance of AI
systems. Some previous studies [127] demonstrated the low
acceptance of AI systems by users despite the benefts of
these systems and linked the mistrust of users in the systems
with the lack of empathy and morality of the systems.
Terefore, it is important to have a specifc tool or mech-
anism for potential users to evaluate AI systems based on
their trustworthy requirements, ethical principles, and ex-
pectations [128, 129].

6.6. Privacy. AI-based DM systems involve a substantial
amount of training data for their DMprocess.Te amount of
training data infuences the accuracy and performance of
these systems. However, there are implications to consider
when it comes to the availability and application of data.Te
misuse of data by unscrupulous individuals, private com-
panies, or governments has negative implications. For in-
stance, a government misused the personal data of the
citizens, resulting in inaccurate debt assessment [130]. In
another case, the personal data of 50 million users of a social
networking platformwere collected and shared without their
consent and misused to manipulate the US presidential
elections [131]. Tese examples demonstrate the importance
of ensuring data privacy, especially in gaining users’ trust in
systems [132].

Users are more likely to trust a system that applies the
necessary mechanisms to protect their personal data and
identity. Te increased availability of data is linked to
more cases of data breaches. For example, the Equifax data
breach exposed the personal data of millions of users
[133], and the details of credit and debit cards of 40
million Target customers were hacked [134]. Trough
such data breaches, a tremendous amount of sensitive
information details are exposed and exploited. Internal
attacks or targeted attacks lead to data breaches, resulting
in system collapse and users’ mistrust of AI. Terefore,
securing the privacy of the AI systems and users
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establishes trustworthy systems [135]. Tere are diferent
phases (e.g., data collection, preprocessing, modelling,
and implementation phases) of AI systems that are sub-
jected to diferent privacy risks. For example, privacy risks
associated with the data collection phase may lie in the
gathered data or data storage. Te inability to distinguish
sensitive data from nonsensitive data during the pre-
processing and modelling phases compromises privacy
[136]. Frequently querying the model results in one’s
familiarisation with the internal functioning of these
systems, which poses another form of threat that puts
privacy at risk [137].

Studies have recommended various measures to en-
hance privacy, such as deidentifcation, federated learning
techniques, and data agreements. Tese measures have
their own strengths and limitations, depending on the
requirements of the applications. How these measures are
selected depends on the trade-ofs between the perfor-
mance and privacy-preserving overhead [138]. Despite the
availability of these measures, AI systems are still sus-
ceptible to privacy risks. Appropriate laws are needed for
AI systems to serve society and ensure system privacy,
which can be challenging to accomplish both purposes at
the same time. For instance, Rosenquist [139] highlighted
the benefts of AI systems in rescuing exploited children.
Still, the measure taken compromised the privacy of
users—all images posted on the social media platform
were subjected to facial recognition analysis, which is not
possible for humans to perform. Considering that, the
need for context-based privacy laws that clearly defne the
requirements and conditions that allow such measures to
be taken is evident [140, 141].

6.7. Accuracy. Accuracy refects the robustness of AI sys-
tems. A system that displays a certain level of accuracy yields
reliable DM. An accurate AI system can deal with errors and
problems and yields reproducible output with the same
input under the example, a feature squeeze recommended
various methods to ensure the input space-making items.
For instance, a feature that squeezes problems reduces the
complexity of the input space, making it less likely to be
subjected to system problems [142]. Another proposed
method involves incorporating problematic case examples
into the system’s training data [143, 144].

6.8. Reproducibility. With the same input parameters and
conditions, a trustworthy system produces the same de-
cisions, demonstrating its reproducibility [145, 146]. To
quantify the state of measureity of empirical AI research,
there are several reproducibility metrics measuring diferent
degrees of reproducibility, including the hypotheses and
how they were documented. Ten, the method was
explained in diferent aspects, including experiment, data,
method, and new fndings [147–149].

6.9. Human Agency and Oversight. Most importantly, AI
systems must be subjected to the control of users as these
systems continue to support and assist humans in their tasks
[150, 151]. Te control over these systems depends on the
risks and implications of poor decisions on the users and
society. Te element of human agency and oversight ensures
the involvement of humans in the DM process according to
the risks, as well as social and environmental implications
[152, 153].

“panda” “gibbon”

+ є =

(a)

Original
Image

Adversarial
Image

(b)

Figure 10: Adversarial attacks illustrated by (a) a classifcation example [107] and (b) a segmentation example [108].
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7. Trustworthy Data for AI

One of the prominent issues in algorithmic DM lies in its
data, specifcally its availability and quality [154, 155].
However, the scope and potential use of data today are
diferent. Te signifcant amount of data contributes to the
feasibility of AI [156]. An AI system can learn better and
improve accuracy when supplemented with more data [157].
Advanced integration technologies are used to deal with
interoperability limitations [158]. Open government data
and the Internet of things are key sources of big data for
governments and other institutions, such as data on edu-
cation, health, public safety, social welfare, and taxes. Big
data may not reach its potential for innovation without AI,
suggesting their mutually enabling relationship. It should be
noted that data with errors introduce risks to the systems,
resulting in economic loss, mistrust in the systems, and
compromised legitimacy. Terefore, data quality is key to
establish trustworthy AI [155].Tis section frst discusses the
challenges of data, including data quality and management,
data security and privacy, and data bias. Ten, we discuss
measures to address these data challenges for
trustworthy AI.

7.1. LargeHigh-QualityData. Making improvements to data
analytics has successfully gained much attention, but im-
provements in data management for data analysis to es-
tablish trustworthy AI have remained underexplored.
Furthermore, it is challenging to create a solid foundation
for the development of AI systems, as no appropriate curated
data resources are available [157]. Big data should not be
viewed as data of better quality, and any data moved away
from its original contexts do not refect its original meaning
[159].

Tere are two levels of the system that demonstrate the
importance of data management: the operational level and
the preprocessing level. Data management at the operational
level enhances the overall trustworthiness of AI systems and
confrms the availability of metadata to determine how data
can be applied (e.g., data origin, format, extraction, orga-
nisation, classifcation, and connection) [160]. Meanwhile,
data management at the preprocessing level confrms the
reliability of data acquisition and the reproducibility of the
results, confrming the transparency of the overall analysis.

It is crucial to train DL models using a large amount of
data to achieve generalisation and ensure trustworthiness
[161, 162]. However, data scarcity can pose a challenge in the
training of DL models. To overcome this challenge, several
techniques have been developed, including transfer learning
[161, 163–167].

7.2. Data Security and Privacy. Te signifcant potential of
AI in simultaneously combining a large amount of data
from multiple sources leaves trails of identifable data,
highlighting the signifcant relevance of privacy [168]. It
is legally mandatory for government agencies and other
institutions to protect and secure all personal and sen-
sitive data; unfortunately, there are still cases of data

breaches, such as the recent data breach at the Ofce of
Personnel Management [169]. When combined and
analysed together, integrated datasets provide the po-
tential for “the ability to combine multiple customer
views [that] may provide inappropriate insights”
[170, 171]. Te integration of multiple datasets contrib-
utes to the signifcance of AI and big data. It is a com-
plicated phenomenon involving the privacy and
application of data, in which no measures can increase
data privacy without compromising the application of
data [170].

7.3. Data Bias. AI models are math-based algorithms that
themselves are not biased. However, the data can be biased.
Terefore, it is critical to consider data diversity in terms of
training AI models [172].

Te bias in AI systems with respect to the data was
classifed into six groups [173]:

(1) Sample or selection bias when the database used
underrepresents or overrepresents the target sample
for the intended AI application

(2) Measurement bias relates to the systematic value
misrepresentation when the instrument or the device
used promotes a particular result

(3) Self-reporting bias is mainly present in the survey
case, where absent, incomplete, and inconsistent
responses might be provided

(4) Confrmation bias refers to observer bias when the
working hypothesis is made based only on the ob-
server’s cognitive background and preferences

(5) Prejudice bias represents human data bias which
refects prejudice against gender, age, race, or
ideologies, leading to discriminatory predictions and
recommendations

(6) Algorithmic bias happens when the algorithm/model
creates or amplifes the bias in an attempt to meet
processing requirements

To address the challenges of data bias and make AI
systems more trustworthy, we propose the following
recommendations:

(1) Datasets used to train AI algorithms and build AI
systems should be balanced and representative of the
target population/estimations.

(2) Usage of diferent measurement devices/in-
struments, involving diferent observers, assessing
the inter- and intra-observer reliability, and com-
paring the output, should be highly encouraged
before engaging any dataset in AI pipelines. In fact,
systematic measurement bias error cannot be
addressed by simply collecting more data.

(3) Missing, incomplete, and inconsistent data should be
disregarded.

(4) Whenever human observers are involved in the data
curation of an AI pipeline, collection protocols and
guidelines must be provided to ensure that the
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relevant characteristics of the intended use are co-
herently represented. Furthermore, it should be
comprehensive to take into account the opinions of
diferent observers without misinterpretations.

(5) AI algorithm/model should be tailored to the
available data. Te algorithm design should refect
the intended use of the AI systems without creating
or amplifying any data bias.

(6) Evaluate and benchmark the AI algorithms/models
constructed from the balanced datasets. Te best AI
model should be selected based on multiple evalu-
ation metrics simultaneously. Accordingly, the es-
sential metrics weights must be considered when
evaluating the developed mode.

7.4. Addressing Data Challenges for Trustworthy AI.
Addressing data challenges for trustworthy AI, studies have
proposed various measures that governments and in-
stitutions should consider, which can generally be grouped
into two forms of recommendations: data management and
data literacy. First, data management measures serve as
a fundamental foundation to establish trustworthy AI. Te
Data Management Association introduced the Data Man-
agement Body of Knowledge (DMBOK), which has become
one of the most crucial data management frameworks [174].
It is an industry standard to evaluate data management and
determine the appropriate strategies to manage data with the
consideration of the following key dimensions of data
management: (1) data governance; (2) data architecture and
design; (3) database management; (4) data access (security)
management; (5) data quality management; (6) master data
management; (7) data warehouse and business intelligence
management; (8) records management; (9) metadata
management. Governance plays an important role in
establishing the needed standards for all nine dimensions
through specifc structures and practices that exert authority
and control (e.g., planning, monitoring, and enforcement)
over the management of data assets. Trough policies and
standardised practices, institutions can systematically make
data decisions and direct the functions of people and pro-
cesses in data management [175]. Most importantly, data
governance serves to manage data use with respect to
established policies and practices toward achieving the key
expected outcomes [176]. Tese sustainable and strategic
data governance structures help minimise security issues
and protect data creation, access, and application.

Second, data literacy plays an infuential role in AI
applications. Trustworthy DM relies on the integrity, se-
curity, and appropriateness of data in this digital era. Users,
such as government employees, are responsible for the
collection, analysis, and application of data. Trough data
literacy, users have knowledge of data management and have
the ability to perform the tasks of creating, maintaining, and
securing quality data to support daily operations [177]. Data
cleaning, preparation, and review require meticulous doc-
umentation of judgment calls, further demonstrating the
importance of data literacy [178]. Tese recommendations
allow policymakers and decision-makers to evaluate and

review the basis of AI development, promoting system
transparency and accountability.

8. Trustworthy AI in Different Applications

Tis section presents six applications, including trustworthy
AI in education, environmental science, 5G-based IoT
networks, robotics for architecture, engineering and con-
struction, fnancial technology, and healthcare. Tese ap-
plications are critical due to daily use; therefore, it is
important to consider their trustworthiness in them (see
Figure 11). Te purpose of this section is to explain what the
priorities are in terms of reliable requirements for the
mentioned applications as listed in Table 2.

Building trustworthy AI systems is essential across
various applications and industries. To achieve trustwor-
thiness, it is crucial to prioritise requirements such as data
privacy and security, explainability and interpretability, and
adherence to regulatory standards. Tese requirements
contribute to building trust, facilitating collaboration, en-
suring ethical use, and improving outcomes in felds such as
education, environmental science, 5G-based IoT networks,
robotics for architecture, engineering and construction, f-
nancial technology, and healthcare. By addressing these
requirements, AI researchers and practitioners can develop
AI systems that are reliable, transparent, and efective,
fostering widespread acceptance, and maximising the po-
tential benefts of AI for society.

8.1. Trustworthy AI in Education. Tere are various di-
mensions of trust in AI. Tere are diferent ways to deal with
trust in AI for diferent countries. It is complicated to explain
certain algorithms or techniques in layman’s terms; there-
fore, a few countries like France have rejected the use of
certain types of algorithms in public DM [179]. For China, it
is about promoting social interaction and mutual trust.
Meanwhile, the US take on expanding AI through research
and development in order to improve the security, ro-
bustness, and trustworthiness of its systems closely mirrors
the G20 AI Principles. Referring to the EU guidelines for
trustworthy AI, there should be transparency, clear docu-
mentation, and identifcation of DM, and explainable
technical processes and related human decisions. It is im-
portant that users of the AI system are informed of their
interaction with the system and of the capabilities and
limitations of the system [31].

Trustworthy AI performs what it is designed to execute
in an unbiased manner. Taking the case of an AI-powered
early warning system, students are subjected to profling,
and students who are at risk of dropping out are identifed.
An AI system that is not trustworthy may not be able to
efectively identify these students or may be subject to
misuse despite its accuracy in identifying these students. Te
system only matters when good (human) interventions are
involved to support these identifed cases of potential
dropouts and deal with the potential risks involved.
Addressing social justice, fairness, and nondiscrimination,
in line with the G20 AI Principles, certain interventions may
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serve to improve the school completion rate. Still, they may
also exclude students who are at risk of dropping out due to
certain accountability issues that potentially lead to unfav-
ourable circumstances for the school (e.g., negative school
reputation or image). In other words, the application of AI is
not merely about establishing its trustworthiness but also
involves a trustworthy connection between AI and humans
[180].

Te applications of AI in education are not widespread.
However, there are various cases that can beneft from AI,
such as automatic DM. For instance, AI can be applied for
school, college, or university admission. Tis promotes
fairness and unbiased selection of students. AI may in-
troduce certain unintended implications since a new system
is likely to alter the benefciaries of the most in-demand
schools, which is why it is important that the AI system and
its algorithms display transparency and explainability.
Transparency can be achieved by expanding “openness” to
algorithms, but for certain AI techniques (e.g., deep
learning), it is difcult to achieve explainability.

AI innovations beneft individuals and societies through
education and learning outcomes, especially in this era of
digitalisation. When it comes to trustworthy AI in educa-
tion, privacy and security are among the most important
aspects. Since students are generally minors, data protection
and security are important issues, given how AI is largely
based on the huge amount of personal data. Te efciency of
AI in education increases with the use of personal data, but
the collection and storage of these data pose privacy risks.
Taking into account the fear of “Big Brother” in society,
privacy concerns are magnifed when it comes to AI in
education. Large volumes of data are gathered and stored
and can be retrieved at any point in time, raising concerns
that “old” data are used in DM. Tere is also the possibility
that data are exploited for commercial purposes. Tese

concerns refect the “human-centered” nature of trustwor-
thy AI in numerous ways. It is plausible that human-centred
habits and practices are retained despite the prominence of
AI: for example, the ability not to be constantly observed, not
to risk having one’s private information publicly exposed,
and the ability not to be judged based on past or irrelevant
information (but now available) [181, 182].

After all, each country has its own strategies to deal with
privacy and security issues. For instance, when it comes to
the European Union, the use of personal data is strictly
regulated with respect to a stringent framework presented by
GDPR, which emphasises transparency, data and storage
limitation, and accountability. Tere are specifc re-
quirements for one to use, share, and store data. Similarly,
the U.S. applies a specifc framework on the use of personal
data within the context of education under the U.S. Family
Educational and Privacy Rights Act. Meanwhile, China
implements the Chinese Governance Principles for Re-
sponsible AI, which promotes users’ rights to be informed
and to make their own selections freely and protects data
privacy. In short, AI systems should consistently undergo
necessary improvements in terms of controllability,
explainability, transparency, and reliability without com-
promising the safety and security of these systems.

8.2. Trustworthy AI in Environmental Science. Te applica-
tions of AI and machine learning (ML) in environmental
science have recently gained growing popularity [183–186].
Environmental scientists employ AI/ML to make sense of
raw data, e.g., satellite imagery and climate data, in order to
come up with appropriate decisions for implementation.
Tere have been more applications of AI, which have
continued to improve predictions for various high-impact
occurrences. However, unethically or irresponsibly de-
veloped AI may eventually cause more harm, which can be

Table 2: Top three trustworthy requirements for each chosen application.

Application Priority#1 Priority#2 Priority#3
Education Privacy Explainability Fairness
Environmental science Fairness Explainability Accuracy
5G-Based IoT networks Privacy Robustness Accuracy
Robotics for architecture, engineering, and construction Human agency and oversight Robustness Accuracy
Financial technology Privacy Accuracy Explainability
Healthcare Accuracy Explainability Fairness

Trustworthy
AI

Robotics for
Architecture,
Engineering, &
Construction

Healthcare

5G-Based IoT
Networks

Education

Environmental
Science

Financial
Technology

6 1

5 2

4 3

Figure 11: Trustworthy AI in diferent applications.
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observed in a few high-profle cases beyond the context of
weather and climate [187, 188].

Te benefts of AI in terms of environmental sustain-
ability are undoubtedly evident, such as allowing automated
monitoring of the ecosystems to support accountability for
climate justice, for example, monitoring changes in land
cover for the detection of deforestation [189–191], counting
endangered species populations in very high-resolution
satellite data [192, 193], and tracking bird populations in
radar data [194–196]. Trough automated analysis of ret-
rospective and real-time datasets, relevant stakeholders can
continue to monitor environmental trends and provide
timely and efective responses.

Unfortunately, AI in environmental science may result
in unfavourable results for certain application areas. Prior to
the discussion on the shortcomings of AI in environmental
science, the concept of environmental justice must frst be
discussed. Environmental justice refers to the unbiased
treatment and meaningful public participation, regardless of
demographic background and socio-economic status, to
ensure the necessary development, implementation, and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and poli-
cies (EPA, 2022). With respect to this defnition, there are
multifaceted perspectives to take into account, from in-
strumental and consequential perspectives to principled
ethical perspectives. Tese are entangled in the biases and
pitfalls that this paper explores. Debiasing has the potential
to address both. Note we assume the reader is generally
familiar with the concepts of AI and ML and does not focus
on any specifc AI/ML methods but instead on the appli-
cations across environmental sciences.Te question is “How
AI can go wrong for environmental sciences?”Te operation
of AI depends on the quality of training data. Terefore,
nonrepresentative or biased training data result in unreliable
and biased AI systems and models. In other words, this
phenomenon is known as “coded bias” [188]. For instance,
an AI system that relies on training data that only contains
hail occurrences in highly populated areas is more likely to
show hail prediction in highly populated areas. Ten, the
system is biased to the population density aspect on which
the system is trained. Algorithms that are frequently used in
regions or circumstances that are diferent from where the
training data are sourced may eventually perpetuate the bias
beyond the regions and circumstances on which the algo-
rithms are trained.

Issues related to training data are rather common and
inevitable in most cases due to the following reasons: (1) it is
extremely challenging to gather perfect, nonbiased datasets;
(2) data developers themselves are not aware of the data
limitations or biases; (3) the interpretation of bias depends
on the context or application; (4) there are no standardised
tests to check for common biases in datasets. Problematic
data represent another common issue in AI [197, 198]. Such
data may result in a faulty model or inaccurate model when
real-world data are used in the model. When it comes to the
quality of environmental science data, it is important to take
note of the human and environmental factors that afect the
data for use in AI. In addition to training data issues, there
are also internal issues to consider. For instance, model

training choices infuence every aspect of the AI model
operation. Although the methods used to develop AI are
generally “objective” according to specifc mathematical
equations, the following training choices can signifcantly
infuence the model outputs: (1) the selection of attributes
for the model (e.g., environmental variables); (2) the
source(s) of training data; (3) the selection of data pre-
processing techniques (e.g., data normalisation, elimination
of seasonality, and application of dimension reduction
methods); (4) the selection of AI model type (e.g., clustering,
random forest, or neural networks); and (5) the selection of
hyperparameters (e.g., random forest in terms of the number
of trees, maximal depth, or minimal leaf size). Each selection
signifcantly infuences the model outcomes, resulting in
diferent results with critical implications. For example, the
selection of spatial resolution is important to determine the
model output for environmental justice—anAImodel that is
trained to predict urban heat at a low spatial resolution may
overlook extreme values in small areas. In contrast, an AI
model that is trained to predict urban heat at a higher spatial
resolution can identify extreme values but potentially comes
with noise.

On the one hand, faulty strategies are instead subjected
to learning. AI models are trained to learn data patterns to
produce good predictions. However, training data may not
be representative of real-world settings. Faulty strategies can
be identifed by using interpretable or explainable AI (XAI)
[199–202]. When it comes to interpretable AI, human ex-
perts must be able to understand the models [87]. However,
explainable AI focusses on identifying the internal strategies
used in more complicated models. Both interpretable and
explainable AI enable human experts to evaluate the models
for potentially faulty strategies prior to the application of the
model [186].

8.3. Trustworthy AI in 5G-Based IoT Networks. Te rapid
expansion of wireless broadband and multimedia applica-
tions in relation to the Internet of things (IoTs) has required
enhanced capacity and robust quality of service (QoS). Te
reliance of IoTs on communication and computational
structures potentially results in performance issues, as dif-
ferent sensors and devices are required for monitoring and
control features [203–207]. Te incorporation of 5G wireless
networks can improve capacity and QoS in cellular net-
works, which can be subsequently addressed by addressing
these bottlenecks. As a new decentralised architecture, the
5G network ofers numerous benefts. Even at diferent
locations, the resources for communication and computa-
tion can be acquired. Te development of IoT-based ve-
hicular communication technologies produces reliable
wireless connectivity, enabling the development of in-
telligent transportation systems [208].

Accordingly, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) presented a roadmap that governs extremely high
bandwidth, ultralow latency, and high-density connections
to support 5G-empowered vehicle-to-everything (V2X)
services. With 5G-enabled vehicular networks, vehicles with
diferent sensors can be connected with each other through
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mechanisms such as dedicated short-range communications
(DSRC), LTE-V-Direct or device-to-device (D2D) milli-
metre wave, and by requesting and/or accessing resources
from neighbouring vehicles, roadside units (RSU), 3GPP
core network, or base stations [206, 209]. In addition to that,
the prevalence of mobile and sensor-rich devices benefts
IoT-based smart healthcare systems, particularly in sup-
porting human activities, such as applications that recognise
and monitor routine life-logging, healthcare, senior care,
and personal fttings [206, 210, 211]. Similar to AI appli-
cations in other felds, IoT networks are also linked to se-
curity, privacy, and trust issues. Some academic and
commercial institutions have made eforts to explore and
develop vehicular networks to support this vision provided
by 3GPP. Focussing on the issues of secure communication,
studies have explored security, privacy, and trust in vehicular
ad hoc networks (VANETs) [212–214]. Despite that,
cybersecurity fndings in the application of 5G in connected
vehicles have remained scarce [213, 215–217]. Malina et al.
[218] explored various IoT applications to categorise po-
tential privacy leaks and then developed an innovative
mechanism to protect privacy and maintain security within
IoT services for actual applications, such as smart healthcare
systems, intelligent vehicular networks, and smart cities.
Using blockchain technology, Baza et al. [219] designed
a privacy-preserving charging station-to-vehicle energy
trading scheme, which can efectively identify Sybil attacks,
protect the privacy of drivers, and signifcantly minimises
communication and computation [220]. With the recent
technological advancements in IoT networks, IoT users are
able to make use of computational resources for IoTservices.
As modern vehicles in vehicular networks can exploit
computational resources, drivers can have more relaxed,
safer, and fuel-efcient rides, resulting in less trafc con-
gestion and accidents. In such a scenario, the study of
trustworthy privacy-preserving management in the com-
putation is lacking and leads to the high potential risks to the
vehicles [221, 222]. In particular, there are centralised and
distributed mechanisms. For the centralised mechanism,
data processing depends on the centralised servers. How-
ever, it does not fulfll the recent requirements, which is
attributed to the immense number of users in large-scale
networks (causes congestion at the centre). With 5G net-
works, systems can now fully make use of distributed nodes
to address the signifcant computational burden in the
centre, as well as the characteristics of IoT users and the
unused computational capacity to process data in a dis-
tributed way. Meanwhile, as for the distributed mechanism,
the trustworthiness of its management appears to be a major
concern despite its benefts of improving the system’s ca-
pability and reliability to complete computational service
tasks. Tis may be attributed to the potential case of
malicious miners deceiving the running algorithms, as well
as the presence of egocentric computing nodes in the dis-
tributed computation (unwilling to share data) and the low
processing capacity of miners, resulting in unfavourable
contributions or even the divergence of algorithms. For both
centralised and decentralised data processing, training data
must be preprocessed or reconstructed to secure and protect

any sensitive data, but this may reduce system accuracy.
Terefore, robust privacy-preserving computation is nec-
essary to compensate for the trade-of between system ac-
curacy and data privacy [223, 224]. Tese issues must be
addressed using a fair system design.

Recent advancements in AI techniques must be fully
exploited [225–227] in the development of reliable
privacy-preserving computations to improve data pro-
cessing accuracy, protect sensitive data, and avoid ad-
versary machine learning attacks [228]. Privacy is the most
essential aspect that infuences trust in AI when it comes to
5G-based IoT networks [229, 230]. With the recent
emergence of new technologies and applications and their
close connections with IoT networks, the privacy of IoT
users has gained growing attention. Undeniably, techno-
logical advancements, especially in vehicular networks and
smart cities (e.g., autonomous vehicles, hyper-connected
vehicles, 5G and beyond networks, and AI-assisted Big
data management in surveillance), have brought major
improvements to the overall quality of life. However,
security functions are brought to attention. For instance,
an application that involves the capability to track trucks
aims to identify the location of trucks and drivers in the
terminals, maximise the throughput of container loading
or unloading, and plan the driving routes according to the
dynamic circumstances. With that, the application comes
with an AI-assisted framework to perform the following
functions: (1) mobility-aware attack detection; (2) real-
time controller area network bus intrusion detection; (3)
trust management system; and (4) privacy preservation of
drivers. In other words, these functions help identify
potential malicious actors in a triage manner without
compromising trust, privacy, and security. In this case, the
anonymity approach that takes advantage of the genera-
tion of pseudonyms as unique identifers for authentica-
tion may beneft the privacy-preserving mechanism.
Trough such unique identifers, any personally identif-
able data are not required. Focussing on improving the
conventional Hoepman’s eight privacy design strategies,
a previous study [218] demonstrated the successful ap-
plication of such a privacy-preserving mechanism for
private and secure IoT services, which included the
preservation of data privacy (data collection, storage, and
application), user authentication, communication, and
computation. Tis simple yet efective design benefts
numerous applications, such as identifcation systems,
access control systems, smart safety systems, smart grids,
and healthcare systems [231].

Apart from that, another approach to secure data
communication involves the privacy preservation model
under the data sanitisation process. In this sanitisation
process, the key is optimally tuned by using many advanced
AI-based algorithms, which include nature-inspired algo-
rithms and DL techniques [205, 206, 232]. Moreover, the
privacy-preserving model or the authentication mechanism
can be designed according to the secure key management,
which commonly involves secret key encryption or public
key infrastructure with certifcates [219, 220]. In the
cryptography-based authentication process, the sender
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generates codes using the secret key, and the receivers verify
the codes attached to the message using a shared key.

Accordingly, there are two authentication methods: (i)
authentication with central authority and (ii) authentication
without central authority. For authentication with the
central authority, an authority provides a unique identifer
and a seed value (generating short-term pseudonyms), and
the receivers maintain a random keyset for authentication
while preserving their privacy [233]. However, this au-
thentication method comes with communication and
storage delays and limited nonrepudiation property.
Meanwhile, as for authentication without central authority
or, in other words, public key-based authentication, public
or private key pairs are provided for pseudonymous com-
munication, and the digital signature of a certifcation au-
thority serves for authentication. Secret keys and short-term
pseudonyms generate a digital signature, enclosed with its
certifcate in the data packet. Certifcation authorities are
responsible for managing these certifcate-based signatures,
which are authenticated by receivers without exposing the
identity of senders [234]. Considering the issues involved in
the revocation of pseudonym certifcates, efcient man-
agement of the certifcate lifecycle is necessary. Taking the
case of a vehicle certifcate revoked due to fraudulence, error
in certifcate issuance, or compromised certifcate, the driver
cannot obtain new pseudonyms from the certifcation au-
thorities, and it is challenging to authenticate pseudonyms
against a certifcate revocation list promptly due to the
signifcant number of messages and lists [235].

In addition to that, there is signature-based authenti-
cation, which involves the use of identity-based signature,
certifcateless signature, or group signature [236, 237]. For
this application, the private key is generated and assigned by
the private key generator, and the public key represents the
node identity for signature authentication. Meanwhile, the
certifcateless signature does not require certifcates for
authentication, and only a partial private key is provided by
the key generation centre. It depends on the users to generate
the actual private key according to its secret value and the
partial private key or to generate the public key according to
its secret value and the public parameters. When it comes to
the group signature, the valid group members sign the
messages anonymously. Although this approach maintains
the privacy of vehicles, it is time-consuming to authenticate
signatures. Terefore, it is not practical for real-time ap-
plications in VANETs [238–240].

In view of the above, studies on privacy preservation
have placed emphasis on communication and overlooked its
application in computation [241]. Tis highlights the critical
need to establish a comprehensive privacy-preserving
framework that deals with the required data communica-
tion and computation today, such as in the case of hyper-
connected vehicles. Additionally, the integration of a pri-
vacy-preserving mechanism and trust management to create
a unique design of privacy preservation and trustworthy
management is clearly necessary. It is particularly chal-
lenging to design an efective trust model in 5G-based IoT
networks. For instance, vehicular networks face inefcient
long-term operations to connect vehicles due to the high

mobility of users, resulting in constant or rapidly changing
locations and topology updates, as well as numerous types of
privacy and security attacks. Tis clearly calls for a trust-
worthy model that can simultaneously deal with these at-
tacks and maintain data privacy [242]. To sum up, it is
critical to establish a comprehensive privacy-preserving
framework that deals with the required data communica-
tion and computation in 5G-based IoT networks.

8.4. Trustworthy AI in Robotics for Architecture, Engineering,
and Construction. For user acceptance, trust is a critical
criterion for the interaction between technology and
humans. Similar to other felds, the applications of AI in
robotics for architecture, engineering, and construction have
rapidly expanded, which calls for more studies on the
trustworthiness of AI in these felds (see Figure 12), espe-
cially in terms of (1) privacy and security, (2) performance
and robustness, and (3) reliability and safety [27, 244, 245].
Te most crucial sociotechnical aspects of using AI and
robotic technologies involve both privacy and security.
Although privacy refers to one’s right not to be observed,
how AI operates requires extensive learning and continuous
improvements involving humans [246]. Despite the linkage
between privacy and security in AI, in most cases, both
aspects should not be used interchangeably. In particular,
privacy in AI involves the acquisition, analysis, and use of
personal data. In contrast, security in AI involves protecting
data confdentiality, maintaining data integrity, and en-
suring prompt data availability upon request [247].

A hackproof AI system prevents data breaches, poor
system design and engineering, unplanned data corruption,
and malicious intent to obstruct or limit user access to the
system [248]. Most recent studies on ethical AI tend to focus
on the following topics [249, 250]: opacity of AI systems;
privacy and surveillance; machine ethics or machine mo-
rality; the infuence of ethical DM of automation on em-
ployment; manipulation of behaviour; the interaction
between humans and robots; DM bias; autonomous system
control; artifcial moral agents; and singularity. For the
interaction between humans and robots, privacy and se-
curity are relevant forms of risk to trust [27, 251]. Te
protection of cybersecurity systems promotes privacy and,
subsequently, trust in robots [250].

Accordingly, there are two forms of risk to trust from the
perspectives of privacy and security: (i) privacy situational
risk and security situational risk and (ii) privacy relational
risk and security relational risk. First, privacy situational risk
refers to the belief that the system is likely to expose personal
data involving users or their surroundings. Second, re-
lational risk to privacy refers to the belief that the system is
likely to expose users or their surroundings to unauthorised
observation or disturbance. Tird, security situational risk
refers to the belief that the system causes users to be vul-
nerable to any form of threat to their safety. Lastly, relational
security risk refers to the belief that the system is vulnerable
to misuse, resulting in some form of threat to safety [251].
Ethical AI (responsible AI) promotes trustworthiness
[27, 248]. To realise ethical AI, the security of data is
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required. However, only a few studies explored the ethical
challenges of applying AI in robotics for architecture, en-
gineering, and construction. Certain studies highlighted the
failure of common worker monitoring methodologies (for
the training of machine learning models) when considering
workers’ conscience, intentionality, and free will [252]. For
applications involving AI and robotics, all data are gathered
in monitoring construction tasks using telecommunications
devices, wearable devices (e.g., VRs, smart, hard-hat cam-
eras, and sensors), GPS, CCTV, drones, or smartphones
[253–255]. Although there are diferent applications,
ranging from worker safety [166] to equipment emission
monitoring [256], data performance of workers and con-
textual information are indispensable for all applications.

Cloud computing is another example of a pervasive
technology related to AI in the felds of architecture, en-
gineering, and construction [257]. Tere are various privacy
and security challenges of cloud computing in industries,
which involve data security, access control, and intrusion
prevention [258, 259]. Specifc measures to improve data
security in construction projects should be further explored
[257] considering the importance of data security for such
projects that are related to the military, government, and the
public. Tese industries are often involved with confdential
data, such as contract information, blueprints, images, and
project personnel data. Careful attention is imperative to
prevent any data breach [260].

Meanwhile, when it comes to the discussion on per-
formance and robustness, machine competence in terms of
technical performance and capacity serves as a key driver of

trust in AI [261, 262]. Te performance of AI is typically
measured based on system accuracy. Accuracy functions as
a performance benchmark to establish the trustworthiness of
the system [261, 263]. A robust AI that is developed in
a specifc context can systematically deal with varying issues
within and beyond the context system without compro-
mising its performance [263]. From a theoretical point of
view, performance and robustness may not go hand in hand;
testing data issues can potentially result in an inaccurate
classifcation at a high confdence level [264–266]. Despite
that, both terms are typically considered when it comes to
discussing the technical reliability of AI within the context of
trustworthiness. In 2018, the European Commission pre-
pared the Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI. It defned
“robustness” as “resilience, accuracy, trustworthiness of AI
systems,” which represents one of the seven key general
trustworthiness requirements [22, 267]. Some of the pro-
posed methods or techniques to promote robustness with
acceptable accuracy include explicit training against known
cases of system issues, as well as regularisation and robust
inference [268, 269]. In most cases, users place their trust in
AI based on their observation of its stated accuracy or the
performance of the system in practice. When users observe
that the accuracy of a system is low, their trust in the system
declines, regardless of its stated accuracy [270, 271]. How-
ever, users would not trust the algorithm as soon as they
identify any error, regardless of how the performance ac-
curacy is observed [272, 273]. Most users establish their trust
based on perceived accuracy [274], although trust is more
afected by system failures than system successes [275].

Figure 12: Example of the robotics for architecture, engineering, and construction [243].
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Apart from system performance and robustness, there are
other similarly efective performance metrics that contribute
to trust building, such as precision and recall. For instance,
users are more likely to emphasis the recall of classifers
instead of their precision in order to determine the ac-
ceptability of the performance of classifers. However, the
application can make a diference in terms of weight [276].
AEC use cases are not diferent from other applications in
that the performance of the technology tool plays a key role
in trusting and ultimately adopting it.

In construction, there is a specifc target metric for the
project cost or schedule [277, 278]. However, there are other
comparatively important aspects to consider when adopting
innovations and technologies, such as quality, safety records,
sustainability measures, productivity metrics, and inspection
results [279, 280]. Construction projects gain substantial
benefts in terms of performance optimisation and assess-
ment when BIM, big visual data, and modelling of con-
struction performance analytics [281, 282] are adopted in
conjunction with AI systems. Te performance and ef-
ciency of future projects can be signifcantly improved when
the construction site layout planning process is digitised in
BIM and training models. Te development of AI-based
real-time analytics tools and cloud-based data analytics for
site data can facilitate projects to achieve performance
targets and the required quality benchmarks [283]. For
example, an AI chatbox can be used to receive, review, and
share new projects and activities. After all, given the project-
based nature of the construction industry, various con-
tractors and other stakeholders with specialty trades or
expertise are simultaneously involved. Terefore, AI appli-
cations, systems, and algorithms can be signifcantly dif-
ferent within a single project or from one project to another
[284]. Tis is where the robustness of AI in construction
comes into play. A robust AI must be transferable across
varying projects, sectors, industries, and even geographic
locations, given the uniqueness of any given project, without
compromising user trust. For example, robots were used to
pour concrete, brush uneven layers, and dismantle forms for
a 334-metre-wide dam construction work [27]. Te appli-
cations of AI also beneft tunnel construction projects, in-
cluding inspection, maintenance, and health monitoring
tasks [285, 286]. Robust models with the programming of
specifc project risk, quality, and inspection criteria are
important for the efective and efcient transfer and ap-
plication of tasks in construction projects. Both technical
construction and business processes must demonstrate
performance and robustness to establish trustworthiness
[287].

In addition to that, reliability and safety serve as other
key components of trust in AI-powered systems for archi-
tecture, engineering, and construction. [288, 289]. From the
performance point of view (instead of the ethical point of
view), reliability and safety are associated with trust in AI
[290]. A safe interaction with AI refects reliability and
trustworthiness [291, 292]. However, a high level of re-
liability can contribute to overtrust and complacency [293],
which explains the need to calibrate trust within the human-
robot interaction. In the case of overtrust, users believe that

the system mitigates risks and eventually accepts too much
risk [294]. Trough trust calibration, potential risks can be
accurately identifed [295]. Te process helps users to be
aware of and familiarise themselves with the system features,
consistency, and failure modes in order to prevent over- and
undertrust [295]. In the case of undertrust, trust calibration
helps users build trust gradually through experience and
iterative interactions [296].

Besides that, the amount of efort by users versus the
autonomy of AI afects the trustworthiness of AI from the
reliability and safety points of view. As a human-robot
interaction (HRI) factor, reliability is evaluated as a func-
tion of such autonomy. Beer et al. [297] proposed diferent
classifcations of robot autonomy (LORA) for HRI
[297–299], starting from the level when users have full
control over the process (manual) to the fnal level when the
system has full control over the process (complete auton-
omy). Tese diferent classifcations are reviewed according
to the interactions between humans and robots or the
evaluation of the sensing, planning, and acting tasks. In
addition to LORA, there are classic Sheridan–Verplank
levels of automation and recent self-driving car classifcation
schemes [300, 301]. However, these taxonomies only con-
sider circumstances when automation limits human control
or, in other words, single-dimensional automation.
Addressing these limitations, Shneiderman recommended
the human-centred artifcial intelligence (HCAI) framework
to generate reliable, secured, and trustworthy designs [302].
According to HCAI, it is possible to simultaneously attain
high levels of human control and automation (two-
dimensional HCAI), which helps in enhancing the overall
performance in terms of reliability, security, and trust-
worthiness [298, 302].

Numerous AI applications have been developed to ad-
dress signifcant safety and health issues in the construction
industry [303]. Furthermore, the use of AI to address safety
issues in the construction industry has gained growing
popularity [244, 304–306]. AI-controlled systems or robots
can improve efciency and minimise accident risks, which
are highly favourable for high-altitude construction tasks,
over a long period of time, or involve dangerous circum-
stances [307]. Common applications of AI for construction
safety involve systems that make use of proximity moni-
toring of hazards. Taking the case of evaluating the in-
teractions between construction workers and equipment,
studies have proposed a system that can make use of the 5G
wireless network to send images from trucks, cranes, and
other construction machinery to a database for review
[308, 309]. In addition to that, AI can be applied to predict
appropriate safety measures, such as the severity of the
injury, the type of injury, the afected body part, and the type
of incident in a construction project [310]. For building
construction, dynamic building information modelling
(BIM) ofers important information to the relevant stake-
holders to develop more efcient planning, design, con-
struction, and operation or maintenance. Te use of BIM
and AI-based software packages that incorporate machine
learning algorithms can further improve the analysis of all
aspects of a design, ensuring its reliability without
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compromising other building systems [283]. For instance,
Augusto and Nugent [311] extensively explored the benefts
of AI in designing smart homes [312].

Despite the benefts of applying AI, its new applications
may gain lower trust, given their potential safety risks.
Studies have demonstrated the need for any new technol-
ogies or systems to demonstrate appropriate reliability and
safety in construction [313]. When it comes to industrial
applications of AI, human safety is a priority, since such
applications are generally more robust and larger, which
poses safety risks [314, 315]. Most previous studies on the
reliability and safety of human-robot interaction in con-
struction used two validation approaches. Te frst vali-
dation approach involves operating robot prototypes in
physically simulated working environments. Tis serves to
determine any weaknesses of robots in reliability and safety
for enhanced functionality. Te second validation approach
involves developing predictive models to explain the per-
ceived reliability and safety of robots and their efects on
humans [316, 317]. For example, the robot acceptance safety
model (RASM) integrates immersive virtual environments
(IVEs) to review the perceived safety of collaboration be-
tween humans and robots. It involves several participants
working together with a 3D simulated robot for a specifc
task using a head-mounted display. Te results obtained
revealed enhanced perceived safety when human and robot
work areas are separated. Tis segregation promotes the
identifcation of the team and the gradual trust in robots. In
other words, the overall perceived safety and comfort of
working with robots refect their acceptance of future
collaboration with robots [318, 319].

Any form of accident can afect the collaboration be-
tween humans and robots and the efciency of work in
industrial settings [320]. Addressing that, studies have
proposed the use of active vision-based safety systems as one
of the best measures. Various reviews and technical analyses
have been conducted on the advancements of vision-based
technologies and alarm systems in terms of methods, sensor
types, safety functions, and static/dynamic actions of robots
[321, 322]. Applications of AI and its subfelds (e.g., machine
learning, computer vision, knowledge-based systems, and
natural language processing) and AI-powered robotics in
construction mainly focus on safety and health to improve
reliability and trust. However, the reliability and safety of AI
in establishing cognitive trust are equally crucial and should
be further explored.

8.5. Trustworthy AI in Financial Technology. With the de-
velopment of new business models based on the utilisation
of big data, fntech can confuse established fnancial
intermediaries, especially banks [323]. Machine learning is
a variant of AI that makes it possible for a computer to learn
without an explicit programme. What is “deep learning”? It
tries to derive meaning from big data using layers of learning
algorithms. Costs may be reduced by applying new tech-
nologies, fnancial intermediaries, and improved consumer
products [324]. AI-based applications need to be regulated
to drive change in the right direction in compliance with

global rules and standards especially when it comes to funds
and sensitive data involvement. It is well known that trust is
at the core of our fnancial system and building global trust
in fnancial institutions is not easy. Tis is a bank regulation
that works. AI-related policy recommendations and
guidelines challenges for banks and other market partici-
pants (payments, third-party providers, Apps, and fntech)
enforce strict control and create a secure environment so
that the user is validated and identifed [325]. With the
combination of the right level of regulation and the ethical
approach to artifcial intelligence, ultimately user trust will
be built and greater acceptance of AI-based practices in
fnancial solutions.

To realise trustworthy AI in fnance and insurance, the
operational set of processes, methods, and tools is based on
three challenges that are rarely addressed today.

(1) Te model designer should choose the right topics
of AI

(2) Te model demonstrates valid accountability and
discrimination, considering fairness criteria in data
preparation and model design

(3) Te model designer needs to achieve an unpleasant
trade-of between accuracy and fairness or
accountability

In this part, we will discuss the important concepts for
addressing responsible AI in the fnancial sector.

8.5.1. Explainability. It determines how AI professionals
and business leaders should address technology-specifc
limitations when explaining how AI models reach fnal
and correct results. Despite the excellent performance of
AI in a variety of areas, artifcial intelligence (AI) is
gaining in popularity. However, in addition to these
achievements, lack of transparency, ambiguity, and the
inability to explain and interpret most of the state-of-
the-art technology are considered ethical issues [326].
Due to the complexity of AI, it is often difcult to explain
and validate its predictions. Tis is sometimes referred to
as the “black box” of machine learning [327]. Fintech is at
the forefront of regulation covering accountability and
equity issues. According to applicable regulations and
guidelines, these systems need to be transparent. Tere are
many diferent AI models today, ranging from linear
regression to deep neural networks (DNNs). A simpler
model may be easier to interpret, but its predictive power
and accuracy are often poor compared to complex models
[328]. Tese complex algorithms are very important in
advanced fntech applications such as trading and
cybersecurity. Te models are intrinsically intractable
models or approach interpretable models; these models
are more complex and use reverse engineering
[326, 327, 329, 330]. Implementing explainable fntech
requires understanding the level of explainability
according to the level of the user, for example, stake-
holder, supplier, and third party. Tus, there are several
points that should be considered when implementing
XAI, including:
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(1) Explanations should be familiar to the users and
should be simple in terms of audience knowledge

(2) Te XAI model should easily explain which features
or variables infuenced the model’s predictions and
at what step the decision is made

(3) Te weaknesses and strengths of the model must be
explained, as well as how it would work in the future

8.5.2. Privacy. One of the principles of responsible AI is
privacy [331]. It is the ability to prevent people from
obtaining information about others without their permis-
sion [332]. In recent years, the importance of data protection
has received a great deal of attention. European Union (EU)
and the Governor of California enact security laws and data
protection policies to protect the rights to personal data.Tis
gives more control to the consumers over their personal
information.Terefore, the next generation of services while
maintaining privacy is an open research topic [333]. Data
protection is an important issue for companies that work
with large amounts of data. When implementing AI solu-
tions in the fnancial sector, the following items must be
considered [334]:

(1) Data confdentiality and data subject privacy
protection.

(2) Infrastructure security.
(3) Maintain the right to the level of personal access to

the information. When collecting data for banking
applications powered by AI solutions, the following
guidelines should be established.

(a) Te personal information is collected and pro-
cessed legally and fair.

(b) Te agencies should collect the right data to
avoid harming the accuracy. Also, these data
must be updated periodically.

(c) Te system that uses the data should apply se-
curity safeguards to avoid accidents.

Te authors in [330] addressed two methods for pre-
serving privacy in fnancial AI systems:

(i) Federated learning (collaborative learning) model: It
allows multiple stakeholders who do not fully trust
each other to work together to train the AI learning
model on the combined dataset without data shar-
ing. In this model, the local data are trained in local
models, and the local models share the training
parameters to complete the global model.Tis model
can be centralised, decentralised, or heterogeneous.

(ii) Synthetic data-based model: It is artifcially manu-
factured information that is not collected from the
real world but can represent it. Using sophisticated
AI algorithms, such as generative adversarial net-
work (GAN) and real-world data, the synthetic data
are generated. Te newly generated information has
similar statistical characteristics to real-world data.
Te newly generated data can be fully synthetic,
partially synthetic, or hybrid synthetic [335],

depending on the cost and privacy of real data.When
using a synthetic dataset by the organisation, the
utility metric should be evaluated because the utility
indicates the validity and analytical completeness of
the data; thus, a trade-of between utility and privacy
perception should be considered. Synthetic data can
be considered as a safeguard for personal in-
formation, which is critical in fnancial applications
and important for anonymisation. Also, synthetic
data are easy to access and exchange between or-
ganisations (see Figure 13).

8.5.3. Ethics. Tis is related to how AI treats society. All
organisations must address this to build trust in their sys-
tems and meet the needs of their stakeholders for reliable
information and accurate results [336]. Te need for ethical
AI systems is critical in the fnancial services sector. Finance
organisations increasingly use AI to make critical decisions
that can negatively impact customers, e.g., those related to
credit card applications and rejection of loans. Terefore, to
ensure ethical fntech, it is important to consider the fol-
lowing concepts when developing fnancial AI algorithms:

(1) Te system should protect the privacy of the cus-
tomers and their confdential data

(2) Te system should be transparent
(3) Te system should be unbiased
(4) Te system should be accountable

AI can improve fntech, but there are limits. Specifcally,
bias can pose an ethical hazard that calls into question the
reliability of the result generated by the system. Bias can be
explained by the explainability of data, reproducibility when
testing consistent results, and verifability. Bias is not always
bad and intentional. In some cases, it can generate dis-
criminatory and unfair outcomes and is referred to as unfair
prejudice. Bias can manifest itself in statistical models in
many ways:

(1) Inherent in training data

Data utility

D
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Figure 13: Te trade-of between data privacy and data utility.
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(2) Algorithm distortion

In logic-based AI, bias is introduced depending on the
rules that are afected by the knowledge of the designer. In
a data-driven statistical model, the bias is afected by the way
the data are collected. In bias free model, it is generated
according to the manner in which the system is used.

8.6. Trustworthy AI in Healthcare. Similar to other in-
dustries, trustworthy AI is critical for the advancements and
applications of AI in healthcare. It has become increasingly
crucial to establish trustworthy AI systems following the
growing dependence on AI in diverse healthcare applica-
tions. Te ethics, evidence, bias, and equity aspects are key
elements that contribute to the establishment of trust among
healthcare professionals and patients [337–339]. Te use of
robotics was very helpful during the COVID-19 crisis and
helped reduce the need for person-to-person contact [340]
(see Figure 14).

Tere are fundamental values that ethical AI must
maintain in healthcare care [338]. AI-enabled technologies
in healthcare are diferent from the applications of AI in
other felds—these applications in healthcare infuence the
therapeutic relationship between healthcare practitioners
and patients. Te training data for AI in healthcare provide
varying quality and completeness and are intended to be
applied in various settings and circumstances. Tis poses the
risk of inequities in patient outcomes. However, AI systems
are highly adaptive and have the capacity to learn and evolve
over time beyond human observations and control [341].
However, the stakeholders involved with various forms of
expertise, professionalism, and objectives are responsible for
AI design, development, deployment, and oversight [342].

Despite the challenges of adopting AI in healthcare, there
are frameworks for the ethical design and deployment of AI
in this feld. For example, the American Medical Association
(AMA) Code of Medical Ethics on ethically sound in-
novation in medical practice (Opinion 1.2.11) specifes the
need to establish the scientifc foundation for any innovation
that has direct consequences on patient care under the
guidance of healthcare professionals with appropriate
clinical experience, with minimal risks to patients and
maximum benefts of the introduced innovation [343, 344].
Opinion 1.2.11 further elaborates on the need to have
meaningful oversight in the development and integration of
innovation into the delivery of care. According to the same
code, Opinion 11.2.1 focusses on professionalism in
healthcare systems, specifcally on the ethical need to con-
tinuously monitor and report the results of AI innovations in
the delivery of care [345]. In other words, innovations in
healthcare should not put patients at a disadvantage or risk.
Tey must be implemented based on the availability of
resources and infrastructure for high-value care. In-
stitutional oversight should also consider the possibility of
adverse efects beyond clinical settings despite how well
innovations are designed. For example, clinical prediction
models are developed and adopted to identify individuals at
risk of medical conditions but stigmatise or discriminate
against certain individuals or communities. In 2019, the

high-level expert group on Artifcial Intelligence of the
European Commission published the Ethics Guidelines for
Trustworthy AI, which described the key role of trust in the
development and adoption of AI and highlighted the need
for a framework to achieve trustworthy AI [346, 347]. Te
publication described trustworthy AI as ethical, robust, and
lawful. Its design should be human-centred according to
ethical principles, including respect for human autonomy,
prevention of harm, fairness, and explicability. Te publi-
cation further noted the difculty of observing and pre-
dicting the risks of AI systems, especially when vulnerable
communities are involved, and the need for a holistic ap-
proach that involves multiple stakeholders and socio-
technical processes. On top of that, the publication saw AI as
a sociotechnical system that needs to be reviewed within the
context of the society for which it is designed [348].

Another recent study conducted by the European Par-
liamentary Research Service on “Artifcial intelligence: From
ethics to policy,” conceptualised AI as a potentially benefcial
and risky experiment in actual settings [348]. AI systems
must be trained to be ethically responsible and to balance
predicted benefts against potential risks without compro-
mising the safety of humans. Recognising the highly
promising prospects of AI, the study reported the signif-
cance of incorporating ethics into the design, development,
and implementation of AI.

Apart from ethics, evidence plays an infuential role in
healthcare care, focussing on the validation of AI algo-
rithms, but studies have demonstrated inconsistent ter-
minology and approaches [349–351]. Achieving the highest
scientifc standards in design and development and pro-
viding clinical evidence of efectiveness and safety establish
and enhance the trustworthiness of AI. Tere are specifc
frameworks for designing, conducting, and evaluating
clinical research; for example, the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approved a drug and device de-
velopment process that provides a model on which to base
a standardised approach to meet this responsibility
[352, 353]. An AI system designed for use in healthcare
must at least demonstrate a clearly defned design protocol,
address clinically relevant objectives and questions, and
possess comprehensive documentation with scientifcally
rigorous and consistent validation in terms of safety and
efectiveness. Besides that, a competent group of experts
with diverse expertise and knowledge must review the AI
system and prepare an unbiased report of its performance
according to scientifc standards.

Tese key requirements are subjected to continuous
review and improvements as AI and technologies continue
to evolve over time. Studies have proposed various methods
to evaluate the quality and level of evidence required for the
applications of AI in healthcare care. For example, the
classifcation of recommendations, assessment, develop-
ment, and evaluation (GRADE) evaluates the quality of
evidence and the strength of suggestions from clinical
practice [354]. In addition to that, there is a risk catego-
risation framework for software as a medical device (SaMD)
developed by the International Medical Device Regulators
Forum (IMDRF), which functions to categorise the impact
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on SaMDs based on the importance of the information
provided for DM and the state of the healthcare condition
[355, 356]. Such evidence and risk framework provide in-
formation on the levels of validation and evidence required
for AI systems and deal with numerous ethical consider-
ations, including sociotechnical and environmental con-
siderations.Trough the framework, IMDRF highlighted the
importance of postmarket surveillance through a continuous
learning process based on real-world evidence. Recognising
the applications of AI in healthcare, ranging from admin-
istrative tasks to algorithms that inform diagnosis or
treatment, acquiring evidence in proportion to the potential
risks of AI for patients is highly crucial [357, 358].

Meanwhile, the applications of AI in healthcare care
have highlighted the need to take into account the aspect of
bias in the design, operation, or application of these adaptive
systems in clinical settings [359–362]. Algorithms trained on
electronic health records (EHRs), as most are currently, risk
building into the model itself, whatever faws exist in the
record [363]. It should be noted that EHRs electronically
capture information only from individuals with access to
healthcare and that all data are not uniformly structured
across these EHRs. Most of the data in EHRs consist of
information captured “downstream” of human judgments.
In other words, this comes with the risk that the model
replicates human cognitive errors [363–365].

Despite all eforts to deal with potential biases in training
data, this may result in unintended implications. For ex-
ample, “race-corrected” algorithms divert resources from
patients in the minority group instead of ofering individ-
ualised and equitable care [350, 366, 367]. In addition, most

of the medical literature is Western medicine.Tus, this may
not apply to diferent races, the developing world, and
medicine in under-resourced regions. Tus, it auto-race
corrected.

Te development of unbiased models must address the
defnition of “fairness” [368, 369] and determine the ap-
propriate trade-ofs between fairness and performance
[369, 370]. Furthermore, fairly designed algorithms, hypo-
thetically, may become biased over time when these algo-
rithms are applied in diferent contexts (from what they are
designed in) or continuously trained on data with un-
corrected biases in a broader healthcare system [359]. In
certain cases, the designed models may be applied un-
critically or within certain settings that are discriminatory or
biased in nature. In addition to that, these models can have
biased selection or a tendency to promote certain outcomes
that are not in favour of the interests of individual patients
[359, 371].

Focussing on health equity, the vision of AMA is to
promote a vibrant environment that provides ample re-
sources, equitable and safe systems, and the opportunity to
achieve good health, as well as equips healthcare pro-
fessionals with the awareness, equipment, and resources to
deal with any inequities in all aspects of the systems. Despite
signifcant technological advances and innovations to im-
prove health equity, existing models of resource allocation,
evidence development, solution design, andmarket selection
have overlooked the incorporation of an equity lens, risking
automation, scaling, and exacerbation of health disparities
rooted in historical and contemporary racial and social
injustices. Te use of training data that excludes or under-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 14: Nursing robots in hospitals and at home for elderly care. (a) Robear—a robotic bear nurse to lift patients in Japan. (b) Dinsow
robot for elderly entertainment and face-to-face calls. (c) Moxi—nursing robot placing medicines in bins. (d) Robot attendant for hospital
care (adopted from [340]).
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represents historically marginalised and minority groups
contributes to the rise in equity. Signifcant diferences in
results related to the individual identity of the patients are
not taken into account [372].

Furthermore, the design of the algorithm itself can ex-
acerbate inequality when the related proxies or assumptions
are discriminatory in nature. Te nature of algorithms is
generally more objective than that of humans, but these
algorithms are developed by humans who are inherently
biased [373, 374]. Marginalised communities are evidently
under-represented in solution design and development,
including those venture-backed start-ups, large technology
frms, and academic medical centres. For instance, in-
novation teams and user testing eforts exclude any repre-
sentations from the Black, Latinos, individuals with
disabilities, and other populations. Te Board of Trustees of
AMA published a report on AI in healthcare back in 2018,
identifying the hidden and unintentional existence of biases
in training datasets that may be reproduced or normalised as
a critical outcome for end users of AI systems impacts
[347, 375]. According to a sociology professor and Princeton
University professor Ruha Benjamin, Ph.D. in “Race After
Technology,” the book highlighted a similar notion of how
“coded inequities” may appear neutral compared to his-
torical discrimination but actually perpetuate and deepen
discrimination and elaborated on the lack of intentionality
as an inadequate attempt to rationalise the perpetuation of
such discriminatory biases [376].

Regarding the European Commission statement on
Artifcial Intelligence, Robotics, and Autonomous Systems
[377], the development and evaluation of AI solutions in
healthcare must involve the intentional application of an
equity lens from the start specifcally from system design,
development, testing, problem framing, training data se-
lection, and algorithm design to the evaluation of the al-
gorithm in order to identify, document, and eliminate these
biases at the earliest stage possible. Although AI solutions are
designed and developed more intentionally, AI is viewed as
a downstream lever linked to larger upstream issues of
inequity in the healthcare system. Te application of these
solutions remains bounded within a system that allocates the
needed resources and opportunities for optimal health at the
expense of others. However, healthcare professionals still
have the opportunity to look upstream and explore beyond
the design of the algorithm, including the health and care of
patients under specifc circumstances [368, 378]. Lastly, the
issue with several state-of-the-art models is a lack of
transparency and interoperability, which is a major draw-
back in many applications, including healthcare [379, 380].

Tere have been several tools to explain what is inside the
“black box” of DL models and how the models make de-
cisions [381].

Two examples have been listed from our ongoing work:

Example 1. Class activation mapping tool to visualise where
exactly the DLmodel focusses on making a decision on a test
set [382]. Te shoulder classifcation task is chosen as an
example (see Figure 15). Figure 16 shows the Grad-CAM
and score Grad-CAM for shoulder X-ray images with two

DL models. Te frst image shows the region of interest
(ROI) in the red circle. Te frst model (image a) showed
a correct prediction but could not be trusted because of low
confdence and out-of-the-ROI focus. However, the second
model (image b) showed a high correct prediction with
a focus on ROI. It is necessary to investigate the results
before moving to deployment.

Example 2. DeepDream is a technique that can be applied to
display features that have been recovered by the network
after the training phase [383]. In light of the fact that U-NET
was shown to be a trustworthy segment in view of its strong
statistics results, the resulting DeepDream images must set
the primary features that difer per group (COVID-19 and
non-COVID-19) (see Figure 17).

9. Challenges, Conclusions, and
Future Directions

Tis paper discussed the signifcance and key requirements
of trustworthy AI, which represents a fundamental research
feld in the AI ecosystem. Te discussion began on the need
for trustworthy AI, followed by trustworthy AI re-
quirements, trustworthy data for AI, and lastly, applications
of AI in education, environmental science, 5G-based IoT
networks, robotics for architecture, engineering, and con-
struction, fnancial technology, and healthcare. Accordingly,
trustworthy AI demonstrates the following criteria:
explainability, accountability, fairness, acceptance of AI,
privacy, accuracy, reproducibility, and human agency and
oversight. Te development and working of trustworthy AI
systems require appropriate measures, mechanisms, stan-
dards, and legal frameworks. Numerous studies have
identifed several technical challenges in developing trust-
worthy AI, such as the lack of clear requirements and
standards to establish trustworthiness for AI. Tere are
ambiguous defnitions of the principles and properties of AI
and unresolved diferences in the principles across diferent
application domains [9, 37, 384, 385]. For instance, a model
that applies the principle of explicability is more prone to
attacks, since the model is more interpretable and trans-
parent.Terefore, stricter laws and trade-ofs involving these
principles according to the application domains are
necessary.

Another challenge that afects the development of
trustworthy AI lies in the need for context-specifc solutions,
as there is no universal solution for all problems. For in-
stance, system developers may provide an explanation that is
difcult for users with a nontechnical background to un-
derstand. A multidisciplinary team of experts is in-
dispensable in the development of AI systems. In summary,
trustworthy AI represents an emerging research feld that
requires more studies to further enhance the reliability and
trustworthiness of AI.

Based on the fndings of this article, there are several
recommendations for future research on trustworthy AI.
First, to optimise the potential of AI, especially in contexts
that prioritise security, establishing the safety and trust-
worthiness of AI algorithms and systems is crucial. Te
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Figure 15: Class activation mapping where (a) shoulder fracture classifcation into two classes negative and positive and (b) shoulder
implant X-ray classifcation into four classes: cofeld, depuy, tornier, and zimmer.

(b)GT: Negative

Negative, 55.7% Negative, 99.9%

(a)

Figure 16: Grad-CAM and score Grad-CAM for shoulder X-ray image. Te correct classifcation is negative. Te frst image is the original
image with the label, and the red circle is the ROI. Images (a) and (b) are Grad-CAM and score Grad-CAM from two diferent deep-learning
models.
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ability to provide explanations to all stakeholders, ranging
from system designers, developers, domain experts, and
nonexpert users to policy makers, infuences the trustwor-
thiness of AI [386]. For that, multidisciplinary studies that
involve computer science, data science, economics, law, and
sociology are recommended to develop AI applications. Tis
form of research ofers signifcant knowledge and expertise
from multifaceted perspectives that can enhance the safety
and trustworthiness of AI.

Second, considering the growing importance of AI in
this digital age, it has become increasingly crucial to establish
standards and policies to ensure appropriate applications of
AI. Te standardisation of AI promotes more efective and
efcient transfer of technologies, interoperability, security,
and reliability. In addition to establishing new standards, AI
applications must comply with existing laws and regulations
according to their usage [18]. Terefore, future research is
recommended to explore the needs and requirements of AI
standards and enforcement policies.

Despite the signifcant benefts of AI, certain studies
[127, 387] demonstrated the failure to use and accept AI
among potential users, who reported the need for a certain
mechanism that can objectively establish the trustworthiness
of AI. Studies have proposed several theoretical models
[388, 389], trust models [18], and human involvement
methods [390, 391] to promote greater acceptance of AI.
However, there are limited mechanisms that can measure
and test user acceptance, which should be further explored.
For example, future research is recommended to measure
the efectiveness of trustworthy AI requirements and the
implications of these requirements on user acceptance.

Last but not least, it is clear that there are diferent
expectations about the capabilities of the system from dif-
ferent stakeholders, which infuence the levels of acceptance
and trust [392]. An expectation management framework
from the beginning of the development of the AI system is
crucial for system designers and developers to design and
develop a system that is more well-received according to user
expectations [302]. Further studies are also suggested on

how to address postdevelopment expectation management
to capture the infuence of various factors such as system
information, user reasoning and understanding of the sys-
tem, and frst-hand experience of the system in its accep-
tance by users [393–402].

Collaboration between AI experts and other experts in
the domain, which is called “AI +X,” is essential. It is im-
portant to bring them together to address any concerns and
build a trustworthy AI. For the massive use of AI, it must be
safe, trustworthy, and reliable. It is critical to ensure the
development and deployment of trustworthy AI systems that
beneft society while maintaining ethical and responsible
practices.
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Figure 17: DeepDream where (a) original X-ray image of COVID-19 sample, (b) the end outcome of applying U-NET, and (c) DeepDream
results emphasise the most important features.
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